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While crosslinguistic influence is widespread in bilingual speech production, the nature of
representation in a multilingual system remains unclear. Prior work typically examines
phonetically distinct yet phonologically similar sounds, for which phonetic convergence provides
evidence for crosslinguistic links (Chang, 2015). Convergence is more challenging to assess
when sounds are already phonetically similar, as with English and Cantonese initial long-lag
stops. Here, we leverage the articulatory uniformity framework (Chodroff & Wilson, 2017;
Faytak, 2018) to assess whether bilinguals share an underlying laryngeal feature across
languages. Using a Cantonese-English bilingual speech corpus (n=34; Johnson et al., 2020), we
identified prevocalic word-initial /ptk/ from force-aligned transcripts refined with AutoVOT
(Sonderegger & Keshet, 2012). After accounting for speech rate, there were significant
correlations for mean VOT values in English (3/3 pairs: r > 0.57), Cantonese (2/3 pairs: r >
0.54), and to some extent across languages (3/9 pairs: r > 0.55). These moderate correlations
suggest some level of uniformity but are less compelling than prior findings. Additionally, there
was low adherence to the expected ordinal relationship between /ptk/ means and within-talker
inconsistencies across languages. A linear mixed-effects model highlights clear VOT differences
across languages but also demonstrates that talker intercepts account for substantially more VOT
variation than by-talker random slopes for place of articulation or language. This analysis
indicates a role for both language and individual-specific factors in accounting for the structure
of VOT variation (similar to speech rate findings: Bradlow, Kim, & Blasingame, 2017) and
highlights the utility of the uniformity framework.
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